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CARIMA Company realized some spray product to solve problems in electrician sector. These products are 
used during usual work procedures from technicians and electricians, giving them a useful support in every 
situation. These products are: 
 
� Code  VLUBRY400 Gliss® Spray  

� Code VCLINER400 Cliner Spray 

� Code   VSBLOC400 Unblocking Spray 

� Code  VARIACOMP 400  Compressed Air  

� Code VRIVFUGHE400 Gas leak detector 

� Code VIGIENIZ400 Sanitizing agent for air conditioners 
 
Gliss Spray  
Universal lubricant, it lubricates, protect and waterproof. It removes humidity in electrical and electronic 
equipment, engines, electric contacts, etc.. It prevents from the formation of rust and corrosion thanks to 
lubricant and protective properties. This lubricant is based on silicon oil. 
 
Cliner Spray 
Lubricant detergent for electric contacts. It removes completely and quickly grease, oil, dirt, pitch, wax, 
labels and oily deposits from electrical equipment. It doesn’t damage metals, rubber, plastic materials, glass 
and paints. It evaporates quickly without any deposit. It lubricates and protects treated surfaces. 
 
Unblocking Spray 
It dissolves rust from oxidized metallic materials. It unblocks screws, nuts, bolts and locks. 
 
Compressed Air 
It produces a high pression jet of air. It removes quickly dusts and residues from interspaces and every space 
difficult to reach. It can be used in electric and electronic sector for the cleaning of computers and little 
electric household appliances. 
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Sanitizing agent for air conditioners 
The product has been conceived to deodorise and sanitise. Perfectly suitable to remove mould, fungi, 
bacteria and germs from filters, ducts and finned packs. It can prevent any allergy disorder by removing 
bacteria and micro-organisms. It is neither toxic nor corrosive and it can not bleach any treated part. It can 
be used for preserving fixed installations and cars. 
 
Gas leak detector 
GAS LEAK detector is a product specially created for detecting possible leaks and micro leaks in gas 
equipment. GAS LEAK detector is suitable for oxygen, hydrogen, air, helium, nitrogen, argon, chlorine, 
household gas, methane, carbon anhydride, ethylene oxide, methylene oxide. GAS LEAK detector is an 
inert product, it does not soil, it does not stain it does not cause oxidation or rust. It is non-flammable. GAS 
LEAK detector also performs a degreasing action allowing to check also dirty spots such as threading or 
weld beads. 
 
 
PACKAGING 
All products are in containers of 400 ml in cardboard boxes of 12 pieces. 
 

 


